
 

 

 

 

 

 

        HE-EZINE        Spring 2016 

 
Dear All, 

I have been wanting to get this e-zine up and 

running again for a long while, but life, as it tends 

to especially when home educating, kept getting in 

the way! I am deeply passionate about kids having 

space to be creative, and felt this platform for 

purposeful writing for our children really should 

exist. I sincerely hope it inspires your child to 

pick up a pen or keyboard, and write what is in 

their heart, what matters to them. Please also use 

it as a forum for parent views and reviews. 

For those of you who have not met me, a little 

about myself. I have a soon to be 10 year old 

daughter, Lois and an 8 year old son, Tadhg, 

neither have been to school.  

 We lived in Ireland at the start of our home ed 

journey and knew no-one else home educating. We 

eventually met some wonderful families, but we 

had to drive all across the country for the kids to 

see their friends.  

 When we moved back to Reading, I was staggered 

to find there were families home educating on our 

doorstep and so much for us to do. 

We are all blessed to have such a vibrant home 

educating community in the locality. This issue is 

dedicated to the parents who give up so much of 

their time for free in order that we can all attend 

a range of fantastic activities and  

 

gatherings at low cost. 

Since life is about give and take, I thought it 

was probably my turn to give back to the 

community a little and breathe life into this e-

zine idea once more. 

The aim is for the ezine to publish seasonally, 

and the next deadline is June 20th, so please 

keep sending in your views and news via email. I 

hope you enjoy reading this wonderful Spring 

inspired edition. 

  

Sarah Esau – Editor (ezine13@outlook.com) 

  

Tadhg, Sarah and Lois feeding orphan lambs at 

Bucklebury Farm 

 

 

 

 

 



ENCOURAGING THE RETURN OF NATURE 

AND BIRDS TO OUR GARDENS 

By Samira Bendjedidi, age 11 

 

 

When my mum was my age, she used to see lots of 

house sparrows but now garden bird populations are 

declining. 

House sparrow populations have dropped by 71% in  

the last 30 years according to the Royal Society for 

the Protection of Birds (RSPB). 

The starling population has also dropped by 81% in  

the last 37 years. 

Why? 

Research by the RSPB and other groups show that 

hard winters have led to a lack of invertebrates for 

the birds to feed on. 

The hardest time for garden birds is winter because 

there are less insects and plant seeds available, so  

the birds will go to gardens to look for food. 

 

Keeping a good supply of meal worm can help  

encourage sparrows that are nesting. 

How do we attract garden birds to our gardens? 

*Put out food for birds 

*Make leaf piles to attract insects for birds to eat 

*Put out nest boxes to encourage birds to nest 

How do we know which garden birds we have 

in our area? 

We can put out different kinds of foods, such 

as: fat balls, meal worms, seeds, peanuts and 

coconut feeders. 

Then we can watch what the birds eat to 

discover which birds visit our gardens.  

How can we encourage birds and protect 

them in our gardens? 

We can make our gardens nature-friendly by 

adding a small pond that frogs and newts can 

visit and that birds can drink from. 

We can leave the grass to grow and plant wild 

flowers to attract bees and butterflies. 

We can add bird tables that are semi-covered 

to protect the birds from cats and birds of 

prey. 

We can also keep nest boxes and bird feeders 

clean to protect chicks and birds from getting 

diseases. 

Food should be replaced regularly to stop 

mould and bacteria growing and a clean supply 

of water should be readily available. 

***************************************** 

 

 

 

 



An Interview with Local Young Author, 

Sophie Quay-Clark 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hi Sophie, tell us about yourself. 

Sophie: I'm Sophie, I am 10 years old and I've been 

home educated for the past 2 years. 

What are your hobbies? 

Sophie: I love cats, 2 of which are show cats. I take 

them to lots of shows around the country which is a 

lot of fun. I train and compete at my local Athletics 

Club and also train and race with the local triathlon 

club. I also play the viola. I love all things Minecraft 

too! I have also written three books which are on 

Amazon and my first two are in some local libraries. 

How did you get into writing? 

I have been reading and writing for a very long time, I 

was typing short stories when I was 2. My stories 

grew longer and longer and then I discovered 

NaNoWriMo, which is National Novel Writing 

Month…..it happens every November and is free to 

enter. You can set your own word length which makes 

it great for all ages. I was 7 years old when I wrote 

my first book; it was a short book of about 8000 

words. It's about dragons and is called 'Firefall, 

the school for dragons'. A year later I wrote the 

sequel called 'Return to Firefall' which was 12,000 

words. This year I decided to write a book about 

cats as I have always loved cats. This book took me 

about 3 weeks to write and then another week to 

edit the 15,000 words. 

Tell us about your latest book. 

Sophie: My latest book is called 'Catswell' and is 

about two schools; one for pedigree cats and one 

for moggy's. The schools do not like each other but 

Catswell has a new Head Teacher that wants all 

cats to be united regardless of their breed, colour 

or background. In order to have the cats united, 

they must change the attitude of the teachers and 

the cats. There are a few battles along the way. 

My friends say it's very exciting, some of my 

friends have built Catswell in Minecraft! 

How has the book been received? 

Sophie: I've sold quite a few copies on Amazon and 

the feedback has been great. Those that have read 

Catswell like the battles, the different cats and 

the adventures they get up to. 

Will you be writing any more Catswell books? 

I'm not sure, this book is a standalone so probably 

not. I do have another idea for a new book but that 

will have to wait until November for NaNoWriMo. 

Thank you Sophie! 

Www.ywp.nanowrimo.org – free novel writing site 

with curriculums, write-ins, camps and the 

November writing challenge. 

Search 'Catswell' on all Amazon sites for Sophie's 

book or 'Firefall' for the dragon books. 

 

 

http://www.ywp.nanowrimo.org/


Garden Birds – An acrostic poem by Amina 

Bendjedidi, age 8 

G reat tit sitting in our tree 

A lways calling to its mate 

R eally loudly in the morning 

D angling from the bird feeder 

E ating seeds and nuts 

N ever staying for long 

 

B ut always coming back 

I n the evening for another snack 

R ed Kites circling overhead 

D on't be afraid, keep singing your 

S ee-saw, see-saw song. 

 

 

 

 

Borrow My Doggy! By Tara Milne, age 6 

Hi! 

 My name is Tara Milne and last week we took two dogs 

for their walk. Cookie is very good with me and Mum 

took Peppy. They are small brown dogs called 

Dachshunds. Although they are little, they are very 

strong (and cute!). We went to a website called 

www.borrowmydoggy.com to find them. We're taking 

them for another walk next week. 

Love Tara 

 

Monkey Mans and Dinosaur Bones 

By Rose Mountjoy, age 7 

There are lots of kinds of monkey mans (I mean 

early humans!) I saw them at the Natural History 

Museum in London, in the new Human Evolution 

gallery. There are reconstructions of a 

Neanderthal and an early Homo Sapiens. If you go 

to see them, you might want to know that they are 

stark naked! There are also reconstructions of 

heads from all different sorts of hominid. There 

was a Homo sapiens one that was really smiley. 

Some of them were children. They look just like 

normal people, not monkeys. The early humans 

don't act like monkeys either, because they had 

funerals. There was an example in the museum. I 

like to learn about our early relatives. I just call 

them monkey mans for fun. 

Of course if you visit the museum you can't miss 

the other fossils. There is a giant sloth, or 

Megatherium, skeleton, and a Moa skeleton. There 

are lots of other things to see. 

There are mechanical models of dinosaurs. There is   

a really big model of a T. Rex and I thought it 

would be fun to climb on its back, but I didn't 

because I would get in trouble. There was another 

model of two dinosaurs, I don't know what they 

were, but they had fluffy feathers. That is really 

good because scientists are starting to think that 

actually quite a lot of dinosaurs had feathers. They 

haven't decided whether T. Rex had feathers or 

not. 

The Natural History Museum is a really good 

museum to go to, but it's better to go on a school 

day so you don't have to stand in a big long queue. 

 

http://www.borrowmydoggy.com/
http://www.borrowmydoggy.com/
http://www.borrowmydoggy.com/
http://www.borrowmydoggy.com/


Jokes,Weird Facts and Cool 

Stuff 

This page is edited by Lois and Tadhg Teehan. If 

you have any jokes, weird and wonderful facts or 

anything awesome, please send it to 

ezine13@outlook.com and we will print it in the 

next edition of the ezine. 

Amazing Find!!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a clear quartz crystal I found while I was 

on an Easter egg hunt. It's huge and it's got loads 

of little crystals all over it. I collect crystals and 

I know all about them so when I've got the time 

I'm going to wash it in rose water and that will 

get all the dirt off and cleanse it of any negative 

energy. 

By Lois Teehan 

Top 10 phobias (in no particular 

order) 

Acrophobia fear of heights 

Agoraphobia fear of wide open/crowded spaces 

Achluophobia fear of the dark 

Astraphobia fear of thunder and lightning 

Scolionophobia fear of school 

Ergophobia fear of work 

Lutraphobia fear of otters 

Genuphobia fear of knees 

Xanthophobia fear of the colour yellow 

Panophobia fear of everything 

JOKE CORNER 

KNOCK KNOCK! 

Who's there? 

LETTUCE. 

Lettuce who? 

LETTUCE IN AND I'LL TELL YOU! 

What's a cats favourite colour? 

Purrrrrrrple! 

Three pieces of string walked into a bar. The 

first piece of string walked up to the bar and 

asked the barman 'Can I have a pint of beer?' 

The barman said, 'I don't serve string'. 

The second piece of string walked up to the 

barman and asked, 'Can I have a pint of beer?' 

The barman said, 'Sorry I don't serve string'. 

The third piece of string walked in to the 

bathroom and knotted the top of his hair. He 

came out of the bathroom and went up to the 

bar and asked the barman, 'Can I have a pint 

of beer?' 

The barman asked, 'Are you a piece of string?' 

The third piece of string replied, 'No, sorry, 

I'm a frayed knot!'. 

Got a better joke? Then email it to us! 

mailto:ezine13@outlook.com


 

10+  
Please be aware that the 10+ page(s) is aimed at 

the more mature readers. 

Anxiety- a dramatic monologue  

by Jemima Baxendale 

(The scene takes place in 14 year old Charlotte's 

bedroom. She has asked her friend Jade to come 

over because she's scared of singing at her 

friends barbecue party. 

They end up arguing over the fact and fall out, 

and Charlotte goes to the barbecue and makes a 

fool out of herself.) 

Charlotte: Oh good, you're here Jade. I'm 

scared, I don't want to sing at the barbecue. I 

know I said I would, but….well….uh……..I wasn't 

thinking. Come on gimme a break! 

(Aside) She gave me the puppy dog eyes, they're 

just so cute, dreamy, puppy dog eye like and they 

have sparkles in them and twinkles. Anyway that's 

beside the point. Sorry, I'm just really 

overwhelmed. She said a small barbecue party, I 

mean look how many texts I've got from people 

there, there must be 60 odd! 

(Charlotte's phone pings with texts)  

Make that 80 odd! 

Charlotte: (To Jade) What do you mean just go 

and do it? We're in the 21st century, no-one goes 

and does it now. I mean I'm only 14, I'm not 

Taylor Swift you know. I'm not that good…..no, 

I'm not. NO I'M NOT! Sorry, I know Lucy's 

counting on me 

but….well…….I'm…...but…..grrrrrrr I'll never 

find a believable excuse in time………… 

(she huffs) 

Wait, that's all I need (pause) a measly 

excuse! 

(Aside) What are you blabbering on about, I 

don't need an excuse. 

(Takes phone out of pocket and shows a 

picture to Jade of the stage at the barbecue) 

Charlotte: I mean look at that stage, it's 

huge, like 20 feet or something! Maybe, 

perhaps, OH STOP JUDGING ME, I never 

Judge you if you say you don't wanna do 

something. I support, not argue. Now I'm going 

to the barbecue to find an excuse. 

(Charlotte walks out of her bedroom, shouting 

to Jade as she does so.) AND GET OUT OF 

MY HOUSE! 

(Aside) Excuses……….excuses……...excuses 

Oh this is hopeless. Wait what's that? (sniffs 

air) 

Barbecue ribs (sniffs air again) 

Barbecue chicken (sniffs air) 

Beef (sniffs air) 

Jacket potatoes (sniffs air) 

Hot buttered baguettes (sniffs air) 

CORN ON THE COB! 

 (Charlotte grins with excitement)Wait that's 

it, I'll eat a whole platter of food and make 

myself sick. Perfect! 

(Looks regretfully sad).Okay Houston, we have 



a problem. Look at the size of that queue, I won't 

even be near the front by the time I have to sing! 

 (She grins with excitement again.)I've got it! 

Everyone thinks I'm singing later, yes! 

(Charlotte puts on make-up and does her hair all 

nice and puts on a fancy scarf and tries to act like 

a star, she then goes up to the barbecue's cook.) 

Charlotte: So yeah, I'm Charlotte, so like yeah. 

I'm singing later, so yeah. WHAT DO YOU MEAN 

'OKAY'! I'm the singer for later, the star, I'm 

special, I get to eat before commoners! 

Ugh! Never mind (stomps off in a huff). 

(Aside) That went wrong. There are loads of 

people with food here, I just need one that will 

give me it (looks around, spots her boyfriend Bob). 

Charlotte: Hi Bobby, I'm really hungry, so can I 

please have your platter? I can't sing on an empty 

stomach. (Charlotte begs and pouts and Bobby 

gives in.) Thanks Bobby. 

Uh, sucker for the love! Anyway, time to chow 

down. (She starts eating this massive platter of 

food and eats and eats and eats, summoning Bobby 

to keep her plate filled as soon as it's empty if 

not before.) 

One more slice of baguette (she eats a slice of 

baguette in misery) 

Okay, done. Where is Lucy? 

 (She looks around and spots her in a crowd of 

people with cameras.) 

Charlotte: (Charlotte walks over to Lucy and pulls 

her away from the crowd.) Lucy, I don't feel so 

good. Blah, blah, blah 

 (she pukes all over the flower bed) 

I guess I can't sing feeling like this. Uh bye then! 

(Lucy does the puppy dog eyes.) 

Charlotte: No, not the puppy dog eyes. No, I 

won't look! 

(Lucy begs and she offers to double the pay 

for her time.) 

Charlotte: (Squeals with delight as she is 

saving for a designer bag.) Pardon, 100 pounds 

more! 

Oh not the puppy dog eyes as well, oh fine. 

Just hold my bag will you?  

(Lucy holds the bag.)  

Charlotte: Thanks Lucy (Charlotte walks onto 

the stage and starts to sing). Don't you wanna 

be….blah blah… (she is sick all over the entire 

audience)  sick (she gets off the stage as soon 

as she can). 

Charlotte: Lucy, Lucy! (Charlotte spots Lucy 

huddling in her little group.) Lucy? (She grabs 

Lucy's arm and pulls her out to find her 

holding her diary which was in her bag.) What 

are you doing? (Charlotte grabs her diary 

back.) How could you? Clearly you're not a real 

friend. (Charlotte walks away)  

Charlotte:(Calls to Jade) Jade, Jade where 

are you? I'm sorry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


